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Hey new friend! 

Thank you for downloading the EDUCATOR BUNDLE! 

In this guide you’ll learn how to facilitate meaningful 
connections using the ASK DEEP QUESTIONS connection 
cards in your classroom. 

This is perfect for educators, teachers and group facilitators 
that want to engage their students on a deeper level. 

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE 

Before you start using the cards in your classroom please read 
this short guide which includes all the lessons I’ve learned by 
facilitating meaningful conversations over the last few years. 

At the end I’ve included a few ideas for activities, but of course 
you are very welcome to make up your own.  

FEEDBACK 
If you have any feedback or new activity ideas you would like 
to share, please contact me at jan@jankeck.com 
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THANK YOU

http://askdeepquestions.com
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#1
Develop classroom community with the ASK DEEP 
QUESTIONS connection cards. 

Whether it is a small get together or a large training session, 
we all want to feel that we share some common ground with 
our fellow students. By sharing personal stories students will 
connect on a much deeper level and speed up creating new 
friendships. 

“RELATIONSHIPS TRAVEL 
AT THE SPEED OF VULNERABILITY” 

There are many different ways to use the cards that not only 
foster deeper connection, but also have great side-effects like: 

• Improving communication skills 
• Asking better questions 
• Networking skills 
• Public speaking 
• Storytelling 
• Active listening 
• Developing empathy 
• Having the courage to be more vulnerable  

CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE
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CREATING A “BRAVE” SPACE 

We must show students we care, by establishing a 
classroom environment that values and empowers them. 

The activities in this guide are only going to be impactful when 
students feel safe to be themselves and empowered to share 
their stories. 

Often times as facilitators we talk about a “safe” space. For me 
this is our “comfort zone” where we feel secure, stable, 
comfortable, maybe even bored. 

I believe that the biggest learning happens when we are just 
leaning outside our comfort zones so as facilitators we must 
offer experiences that encourage our students to move into 
the “learning zone”. 

This is the “brave space” that is exciting, 
challenging and where participants are 
willing to risk something. 

#2 CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE

COMFORT ZONE (safe)

LEARNING ZONE (brave)

PANIC ZONE (unsafe)
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The “panic zone” should be avoided because it stifles learning 
and can even lead to psychological harm. This where students 
feel stressed, fearful, exhausted, worries, anxious, annoyed 
and frustrated. 

So as educators and facilitators it is our responsibility to be 
observant and support our students whenever they are about 
to leave the learning zone. 

COMMUNITY AGREEMENTS 

I highly recommend setting up community agreements or 
expectations  before introducing the activities to your class. 

Community agreements are different than rules because 
students participate in creating them and are affirmative 
rather than telling students what not to do.  

By co-creating your community agreements, it allow everyone 
a chance to share what they need to feel safe in class. 

This supports buy-in, lets students know what each of them 
can do to support the class, and helps students feel seen and 
heard.

#2 CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE
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Feel free to write your agreements on the wall, but more than 
anything: Live it, don’t laminate it. It’s totally ok to revisit the 
agreement often and adjust as required. 

If I am working with a group I always do a recap of the 
community agreements before each session and ask if there is 
anything new that should be added. If everyone agrees I ask 
them to “sign” the agreement with one “self high five” one the 
count of 3. 

If you create your own set of agreements for these activities, I 
would love to read them. Email them to jan@jankeck.com

#2
EXAMPLE COMMUNITY AGREEMENTS

✓ We’ll speak one at a time so we can hear each other.

✓ We’ll listen to understand, not to respond

✓ We’ll be kind to ourselves and each other. 

✓ We’ll practice vulnerability 

✓ Anything shared in this room stays in this room 

✓ …

CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE
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CHALLENGE BY CHOICE 

This term is a philosophy that is used in experiential and 
adventure programming, but I believe it’s necessary to 
understand this so we can empower all students to 
participate at a level they choose. 

Students are more likely to give genuine answers when they 
feel in control. So if they get to choose their own card (even if 
they can’t read the question when doing so) they are more 
open to be vulnerable than when someone else reads out the 
question and then “puts them on the spot” to share their 
answer. 

This gives them a moment to read the question quietly by 
themselves before reading out loud to others. I also usually 
allow students to exchange the card if they really don’t want to 
answer the question. 

As facilitators we just need to make sure that this doesn’t 
allow students staying in the “comfort zone”.

#2 CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE
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LEAD WITH VULNERABILITY 

If you value connection between your students and yourself 
then sharing your own experience and being vulnerable 
with your students when appropriate is necessary. 

And by being vulnerable I don’t mean putting out all your dirty 
laundry, but sharing something that you could be rejected for. 
And this could be as small as sharing how you once went 
grocery shopping in sweatpants or calling your principal 
“mom”. 

The first person sets the tone, so teacher you should always 
go first to give an example of how it works and what to expect. 
Especially as you are in a position of power and students 
might not be comfortable being vulnerable around you. 

If you drop your guard, you give them the opportunity to 
remove some of their armour as well. 

It might even be a good practise to use the questions with 
your friends or family before you bring them into the 
classroom to get a feeling for what makes a good 
conversation if this is completely new territory for you. 

#2 CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE
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EVERYONE IS A WINNER 

Although sometimes ASK DEEP QUESTIONS is called a 
“boardgame”, it’s very different than your usual game. 

The goal of these exercises is to create a culture of openness 
so we can practise being more vulnerable and connect with 
each other. Only then we’ll realize that we all have similar fears 
and struggles and aren’t that different. 

So there is no “winner” of being the “most” vulnerable, 
answering as many questions as possible or getting it 
“right”. 

There are no wrong answers.  

After all they are just conversation starters. When reading a 
question sometimes a memory might come up that is not 
exactly answering the question. I usually encourage my 
participants to share that story instead.  

I believe there is a reason it came up, so why not explore what 
happens if we share that.
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LEVELS OF DEPTH 

Although the goal is to share more vulnerable stories with 
each other, you might accidentally throw people into the deep 
end of the pool!  

The first few times when facilitating conversations with ASK 
DEEP QUESTIONS someone would want to “show off” and 
pick a VULNERABLE question to start. Of course they aren’t 
afraid to be vulnerable wanted to proof that to their friends 
around them. But of course that never worked! 

They either went too vulnerable too quickly, which made it 
uncomfortable for everyone else, or they decided to answer 
the question just on the surface level. 

After having hundreds of conversations, this is why I decided 
to add 3 levels to the cards to create a natural crescendo of 
opening up to strangers: from CURIOUS to BRAVE to 
VULNERABLE! 

So every time 2 people are connecting for the first time, I let 
them start with a CURIOUS question before they chose to go 
deeper.
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#
PARTNER SHARES

Objective: Connecting with one new person and 
creating a feeling of belonging 

Time: 10 - 15 minutes (or more) 

Guidelines:  

1. Pick a question from the deck and project it in front 
of the classroom or read it out loud 

2. Have each student partner up with someone 

3. Each student gets 5 minutes to share their answer 

4. Tell them when to switch 

5. At the end ask for class shares and if you think it’s 
something that others will resonate with ask the class 
“Who else feels like that?” or “Does this resonate with 
anyone else?” 

Tips: 

Start with curious questions and when you feel the class 
is ready to go deeper you can go to brave or vulnerable. 
Best to ask them for permission

3 CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE
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#
MIRRORING

Objective: Connecting with one new person, getting 
feedback on how you show up 

Time: 10 - 15 minutes (or more) 

Guidelines:  

1. Pick a question from the deck and project it in front of 
the classroom or read it out loud 

2. Have each student partner up with someone 

3. Each student gets 5 minutes to share their answer 

4. Tell them when to switch 

5. At the end each partner to complete one of the 
following stance stems: 

• “I felt the most connected to you when…” 

• “When you were sharing I noticed …” 

• “What I feel I get about you now is …” 

Tips: 

This can be very powerful, so make sure to get some class 
shares at the end about how it felt listening to your partner.

3 CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE
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#
LISTEN TO UNDERSTAND

Objective: Practise active listening skills 

Time: 10 - 15 minutes (or more) 

Guidelines:  

1. Pick a question from the deck and project it in front 
of the classroom or read it out loud 

2. Have each student partner up with someone 

3. Each student gets 5 minutes to share their answer 

4. Interrupt them after 2 minutes and ask if they have 
been “listening to understand or thinking about 
something they could share”. 

5. They have another chance .. continue 

Tips: 

3 CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE
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#
BETTER QUESTIONS

Objective: Practise active listening skills 

Time: 10 - 15 minutes (or more) 

Guidelines:  

1. Pick a CURIOUS question from the deck and project it 
in front of the classroom or read it out loud 

2. Have each student partner up with someone 

3. Each student has to answer the question in one 
sentence 

4. After that the other partner can ask any follow up 
questions they like 

5. After 5 minutes ask partner A to share some 
feedback on the questions they were asked. 

6. Give another 5 minutes for partner B to ask “better” 
questions 

7. Then switch and repeat 

Tips: 
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#
STOP NETWORKING, START CONNECTING

Objective: Getting beyond small talk and practising 
meeting new people 

Time: 5 - 15 minutes (or more) 

Guidelines:  

1. Print Curious and Brave questions on cards and lay 
them out on the table (face up or face down). 

2. Let each student pick a question they would like to 
answer (they can browse and exchange). 

3. Tell them to hold up their card and then find another 
student with the same colour card to partner up. 

4. Choose a partner to go first and then give them 2 
minutes to share their answer. 

5. Tell them the to switch. 

Tips: 

You can easily make this activity longer by students 
exchanging their cards after each conversation and 
finding a new partner
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#
SELF REFLECTION

Objective: Reflecting on a vulnerable question 

Time: 5 - 15 minutes (or more) 

Guidelines:  

1. Pick a VULNERABLE question from the deck and 
project it in front of the classroom or read it out loud 

2. Give each student 5-10 minutes to journal their 
answers on a piece of paper 

3. Spending on time you could have them share with a 
partner first or go straight to some class shares. 

4. Instead of asking people to share their answer to the 
question ask “What did you learn about yourself 
during this exercise?” 
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#
GROUP COMMONALITIES

Objective: Finding commonalities + communication 

Time: 15 - 30 minutes 

Guidelines:  

1. Pick a BRAVE or VULNERABLE question from the 
deck and project it in front of the classroom or read it 
out loud 

2. Have your students get into groups of 3 people 

3. Each person has 3-4 minutes to share their answer 

4. At the end ask one student from each group to share 
what they have learned about the question. Was 
there a theme in their answers?
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#
2 MINUTE STORIES

Objective: Public speaking and storytelling 

Time: 2 - 10 minutes 

Guidelines:  

1. Pick 1 to 3 volunteers to get up in front of the class 

2. Let each students draw a random question card 
(ideally starts with CURIOUS or BRAVE) 

3. Once they draw the card they have 2 minutes to 
share their answer or tell a true story inspired by the 
question. 

TIPS: An alternative is to let students choose to make 
up a story instead of sharing something real. The class 
could then vote at the end of it was true or false. 
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Thanks for reading my 
CLASSROOM FACILITATION GUIDE! 

If you have any other ideas or 
suggestions, please don’t hesitate to 

reach out to me at jankeck.com.
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